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No one thinks it could happen to them, but Us citizens are 40 times more likely to end up being
defrauded than to have their cars stolen or their homes burgled. The first rung on the ladder to
combating fraud can be to understand it. Con artists ruin people financially and emotionally,
leaving within their wake a trail of destruction, broken hearts, and deflated dreams. The book
goes behind the moments of real-world downsides to look at the logistics and psychology that
enable scams to achieve success. Why are they effective? The next thing is to take action. How
do we protect ourselves and our families? The Con: How Scams Function, Why You're
Vulnerable, and How to Protect Yourself informs and engages with available stories of ordinary
folks from all walks of lifestyle thrown into unexpected and disorienting circumstances. What do
scams appear to be? Once visitors have gained a apparent idea of what scams appear and
appear to be and learned simple strategies to reduce personal risk, protecting themselves will be
just as instinctive as gaining a chair belt. The goal is to help people understand and
acknowledge deception, and in the same way that they avoid other potentially dangerous
situations, take a detour.
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Learn to protect yourself. The authors possess thoroughly researched their subject matter and
so are obviously experts.and revel in doing it! It's not often you will come away from a reserve
having been taught something important and entertained simultaneously. This is a fantastic and
well crafted book on how to avoid being scammed. All you need to understand to protect your
money as well as your identity is contained within these pages - and in comprehensive
appendices for easy reference. In the event you find yourself the victim of fraud, the book
contains guidelines for containing and fixing the harm. Munton and McLeod have provided a
valuable service on paper this book as it makes readers alert to real hazards that pose a risk to
being cheated out of their personal wealth through deception and offers valuable guidance for
keeping it from occurring. Don't think it couldn't eventually you. Postal program, will find
something to learn in this book. I've under no circumstances seen the topic handled so
systematically, completely, and accessibly. The individual chapters - each concentrating on a
different kind of con or rip-off - each focus on a real-existence tale of theft and end with
strategies and resources to protect yourself from this specific type of scam. Wonderful info. The
Con Reading this will not make you paranoid but it can make you cautious. an excellent
reference book on scams This book is very helpful to cause you to aware of, and to recognize a
scam, rather than get used by them.Anyone who have uses credit cards, an ATM cards, the
Internet, even the U. With on the web scams and identity theft such disadvantages have entered
an era where deception has fresh dimensions but The Con prepares the reader with assistance
for what to look for and avoid to protect oneself. Strongly suggested as both enjoyable and very
enlightening. Excellent Clearly communicated with fast access to the info you will need the
most, including who to get hold of if you are a victim of identity theft. This is the book to keep!
Don't be scammed! Writing style is very clear, to the point and speaks to the reader. Although
the cons are as current topic of discussion in lots of sources, that is a well written description
that should satisfy anyone looking at how they function and how to prevent being taken. Four
Stars exceptional reading for recognizing the parasites Among the best book on the con game
The best book I have read up to now on the con game.But of course, that is all theory, it still
takes some reinforcement on a daily basis to be able to apply the useful tips Good work!
Become familiar with from this reserve!Anthony W. The countless stories of scams are likely to
sound familiar and the reader will recall having experienced similar situations to those of victims
being described. Wonderful info Great! Great!Before you may spend cash on credit-monitoring
services, or identity theft insurance, or any other intend to have someone else protect you, make
a much smaller investment in this book and learn how you can protect yourself! awesome met
the author therefore can't wait to read the book Recommended reading, for everybody This book
has been infinitely helpful in assisting me prepare myself for the confidence men/ ladies in the
world. The Con can be an easy-to-read collection of tales of fraud, scam and theft, coupled with
a well-researched and up-to-date how-to manual for protecting yourself from those occasions.S..
The reserve is written in a light tone to make it easy reading that i quite appreciate. There are
people out there who'll scam the unwary. They appear terribly nice externally but are deceptive
and untrustworthy inside. I understand this from personal knowledge. I can recommend this
book. Browse it thoroughly and you might even save from grave financial hardship.
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